
Good morning, fifth grader! I am out with a sick kiddo today, so I need you to do your BEST! That means you 
are being respectful and listening to what the substitute teacher tells you to do. I am laying out what you need 
to do for the day to be successful. If these directions are NOT followed, you will more than likely miss your 
Study Hall time this week. If you have a very difficult day, you will call your parent to explain to them what 
happened and more than likely miss Friday’s extra recess. Do your BEST! 
 
This morning: complete the Monday growth mindset journal prompt. Then put your journal away. You are 
then allowed to do STMath or read until 8am. 
 
Social Studies: You need to glue in the sheets in order of how the sub hands them out. Title Page, and KWL. 
After you glue them in, please fill out the KWL. When you finish, go to Schoology > Social Studies > Explorers. 
Do the link that is in there to learn your vocab words for social studies.  
 
CNN10: Go to the link in Schoology > Reading to watch CNN10. After the video, respond in Seesaw. I will be 
on there to respond back to you. By 9:55, you need to  move on to what is next! 
 
Reading: Go to Schoology > Reading > Story Elements. Watch the Flocabulary video. Then go back to that 
same folder and take the quiz. This should take you about 10-20 minutes TOTAL. Make sure you do all the 
work. 
 
Then you may read silently from your CHAPTER book that you are doing for silent reading. This is NOT free 
Friday.  
 
Math: Do the multiplication color by number page. Make sure your name is on it. If you finish, turn it in to the 
blue tray and then you may do Everyday Math or STMath. STAY AT YOUR SEAT! 
 
Writing: Listen to the substitute read the paper. Write down what you notice about the TYPE of writing you are 
hearing and reading. Then talk with your table partners to compare lists. Add anything else you notice or talk 
about with your team. 
 
Grammar: Complete page 2 of the sentences paper. Turn it in. If you have time, you may write in your writer’s 
notebooks. No iPads at this time! 
 
Friday folders: Please bring them back signed tomorrow! 
 
Study Hall: If you had a good day, you get free time. No STEAM bins 
today. You may have iPad time, chat, or draw. NO YOUTUBE. NONE. 
NADA. DON’T.  
 
Cleaning Up: Student Name, please call students to put up iPads. If 
you have time, plug them in. If not, no worries. Everything should be 
cleaned up like it usually is. 
 
 


